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In this paper, the influence of the initial anisotropy in achieving an optimal blank shape is analysed using
anisotropic mild steel (DC06) and nearly isotropic dual-phase steel (DP600) blanks for different tool ge-
ometries. An iterative blank shape optimization procedure is used to determine the optimal blank shapes
for the geometries. The numerical method is based on an initial NURBS surface used to define the blank
shape and the resulting flange geometry of the deformed part. Different rolling direction orientations
were considered in the blanks for deep drawing to delineate their effect on the blank shape optimization
procedure. From the numerical study it is evident that the optimal blank shape for a part is significantly
influenced by the initial anisotropy. The numerical method responds to the material anisotropy and is
capable of producing an optimal initial blank shape within few iterations.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Blank shape is an important process parameter in sheet metal
forming that has a direct impact on the quality as well as the fi-
nal cost of the formed part. The optimum blank shape uses optimal
blank holder force leading to increased formability by reducing tear-
ing and wrinkling and allows achieving near net-shape components.
The initial anisotropy in the blank governs the material flow charac-
teristics during deep drawing operation and consequently acts on the
quality of the formed part. It dictates the shape of the yield surface
and strongly affects the strain distributions obtained during sheet
metal forming [1–3]. Anisotropy occurs in blanks primarily due to
thermo-mechanical pre-processing and plastic deformation during
forming. Plastic deformation induced anisotropy is small compared
to initial anisotropy which is the result of a large deformation dur-
ing initial processing operations such a rolling, extrusion, etc. Due
to the complexity involved in its implementation in finite element
simulations and increased computation time, generally deformation
induced anisotropy is neglected in industrial applications. More-
over, considering only the initial anisotropy produces results in close
agreement to the experimental data [4,5].

For many years, the degree of influence of process parameters
on the deformation history and their optimum condition has been
mainly determined by intuition and experience. Of these process
parameters, the initial blank shape for a part is determined mostly
by experimental trial and error method. As a result of rapid progress
in computing facilities, numerical tools based on the finite element
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method have become common for virtual try-out of sheet metal
forming components. Many design approaches have been proposed
to determine the initial blank shape, such as the slip-line method
[6,7], the characteristics of plane stress, the geometric mapping, in-
verse approach [8–10], rollback method [11], etc. In all these ap-
proaches, either the finite element mesh size was altered during the
optimization procedure or only the part's flange area was consid-
ered. In this paper, an iterative blank shape optimization procedure,
that determines the optimal blank shape for a part, is described. The
effect of initial anisotropy in the finite element blank and the orien-
tation of the blanks rolling direction during deep-drawing process
are investigated in this study.

2. Blank shape optimization

Numerical solutions can provide an insight on the deformation
behaviour of blanks subjected to deep drawing. Numerical models
are simple to create andmodify depending on the requirements, thus
eliminating the material wastage. One such solution to determine an
optimal blank shape for a sheet metal part is described in this pa-
per. Three numerical tools, DD3IMP, DD3TRIM and NURBS, are used
in the optimization procedure to determine optimal blank shape. In
Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, these numerical tools are briefly described
highlighting their contribution to the blank shape optimization pro-
cedure.

2.1. DD3IMP

Drawing simulations were carried out using the in-house finite el-
ement code DD3IMP (contraction of Deep Drawing 3d implicit code).

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/finel
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DD3IMP is specifically developed to simulate sheet metal forming
processes [12–14].

2.2. DD3TRIM

In deep-drawing processes, the average element size influences
results like draw-in prediction, depending upon the complexity of
the final shape of the part. Generally, to accommodate the continuous
variation of the blank boundary in optimization procedure, a time-
consuming remeshing procedure is employed. In blank shape opti-
mization, it is important to fix this numerical parameter and avoid
meshing procedures. In the strategy presented in this work, a regu-
lar and uniform mesh with dimensions large enough to accommo-
date the probable blank shapes is defined as a base mesh. This base
mesh is trimmed with an initial NURBS surface to produce the initial
blank. In the optimization iteration, the NURBS surface is updated
based on the correction algorithm and the base mesh is trimmed
to produce intermediate blank shapes. The base mesh is trimmed
using DD3TRIM, a numerical tool developed to trim 3D solid finite
element meshes using, among other simple analytical geometrical
definitions, NURBS surface representation [15]. DD3TRIM is used in
the blank shape optimization procedure to eliminate remeshing.

2.3. NURBS surface

A NURBS surface is a geometric modeller extensively used in the
design and manufacture of components in aircraft, automobile and
shipping industries. NURBS surface is the rational generalization of
the tensor-product non-rational B-spline surface and is defined as
[16]

S(u,v) =
∑n

i=0
∑m

j=0wi,jPi,jNi,p(u)Nj,q(v)∑n
i=0

∑m
j=0wi,jNi,p(u)Nj,q(v)

(1)

where wi,j are the weights, Pi,j form a control net, and Ni,p(u) and
Nj,q(v) are the normalized B-splines of degree p and q in the u and v
directions, respectively. The ith B-spline basis function of p-degree
(order p + 1), denoted by Ni,p(u), is defined as

Ni,0(u) =
{
1 if ui�u<ui+1
0 otherwise

Ni,p(u) = u − ui
ui+p − ui

Ni,p−1(u) +
ui+p+1 − u

ui+p+1 − ui+1
Ni+1,p−1(u) (2)

defined on the knot vectors

U = [0, 0, . . . , 0,up+1, . . . ,un, 1, 1, . . . , 1]

V = [0, 0, . . . , 0,vq+1, . . . ,vm, 1, 1, . . . , 1] (3)

where the end knots are repeated with multiplicities p+1 and q+1,
respectively, in order to guarantee that the surface is at least C1

continuous at the end knots. The shape of the NURBS surface can be
locally modified either by moving control points, by changing knot
vectors or by changing the weights. However, in the blank shape
optimization procedure, new NURBS surface must be defined during
iterations because all points may change their positions.

2.4. Blank shape optimization procedure

The NURBS surface used results from a NURBS curve extrusion.
The NURBS curve is constructed by interpolating a selected set of
points that correspond to nodes on the FE mesh closest to control
points of the initial NURBS curve. The interpolated NURBS curve
passes through these points. A global interpolation algorithm is used
to solve the system of equations retaining the knots and weights,

as described in the following paragraph. In this global interpolation
procedure, the degree of the NURBS curve is set to 3 because it
produced the best results in this study.

Suppose an initial NURBS curve is constructed using an initial set
of points {Qk}, k=0, . . . ,n. Based on the deformation behaviour of the
blank during deep drawing and consequently the blank shape opti-
mization procedure, new positions for these points are determined
using a push/pull technique as illustrated in Fig. 1. The initial Xinit

and the final Xfinal coordinates of the nodes located in selected po-
sitions over the blank contour are used to determine intersection
points Xinter on the target contour. The set of points {Qk}, k=0, . . . ,n
that the new NURBS surface must interpolate are determined using
the push/pull technique defined by

Qk = Xinit
k + �(Xinter

k − Xfinal
k ) with k = 1, 2, 3 and � ∈ [0, 1] (4)

� is a damping coefficient used to control the optimization procedure.
The new set of points is interpolated with a pth-degree non-rational
B-spline curve. Assigning a parameter value ūk to each Qk will result
in a system of n + 1 linear equations,

Qk = C(ūk) =
n∑

i=0

Ni,p(ūk)Pi (5)

for each direction of the Cartesian coordinate system. The chord
length method is used for choosing ūk.

Let d be the total chord length,

d =
n∑

k=1

|Qk − Qk−1| (6)

Then ū0 = 0, ūn = 1, and the others are calculated using

ūk = ūk−1 + |Qk − Qk−1|
d

, k = 1, . . . ,n − 1 (7)

Solving the system of linear equations will result in a new set of
control points defining a new NURBS curve. This curve conforms to a
new blank shape and it is extruded to a NURBS surface to demarcate
trimming domains for a solid finite element mesh. This procedure
is carried out by an in-house code named DD3SHAPE that uses the
results from DD3IMP and the current NURBS surface in IGES (Initial
Graphics Exchange Specification) format as inputs to produce the
new surface, also in IGES format.

The blank shape optimization procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The initial process parameters like, the tools geometry, the mechan-
ical properties of the blank, the friction conditions, and the blank
holder force are fixed during the optimization procedure. An initial
blank shape is selected or determined based on empirical formu-
lae [17], and a corresponding NURBS surface is produced. A regular
and uniform mesh with dimensions large enough to accommodate
the probable blank shapes is defined as a base mesh. Generally, to
accommodate the continuous variation of the nodal coordinates in
optimization procedure, a time-consuming remeshing procedure is
employed. In the proposed method, the base mesh is always used
to cut the initial and intermediate blank shapes in accordance with
the initial NURBS surface or those created by the algorithm. This
eliminates the influence of the finite element size in the deforma-
tion of the blank. The mesh cut using NURBS surface is subjected to
deep-drawing simulation. The flange contour of the formed part is
compared with the required target contour. If the flange contour is
different from target contour, the initial NURBS surface is corrected
and a new NURBS surface is produced depending on its deviation.
This new NURBS surface is used to trim the base mesh to produce
an intermediate blank shape which is subjected to deep-drawing
process. The application of the push/pull technique to the NURBS
surface allows guaranteeing a smooth surface in each iteration. This
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Fig. 1. Example on the application of push/pull technique.
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Fig. 2. Blank shape optimization procedure.

procedure is repeated until the deviation between flange contour and
target contour falls below a user defined value, �. The optimization
procedure can be fully automated due to the combination of DD3IMP,
DD3TRIM and DD3SHAPE (the push/pull technique applied to the
NURBS surface).

2.5. Shape error

In order to quantify the deviation between the flange and the
target contours, a geometrical measure namely, geometrical shape
error, is used. Geometrical shape error (GSE), expressed in mm, is
defined as the root mean square of the shape difference between the
target shape and the deformed shape as in the following equation [8]:

GSE =
√√√√1

n

n∑
i=1

|Xinter − Xfinal|2 (8)

where Xinter and Xfinal are the coordinates of the predefined set of
points at the intersection with the target contour and at the end

of the forming process, respectively. n is the number of control
points used in the initial NURBS surface and is retained during the
optimization procedure. When the GSE reaches a value less than a
predetermined value for a required accuracy in the flange shape, �,
the iterative procedure is stopped because the optimal blank shape
for the part has been obtained. The GSE defines the stopping crite-
rion for the blank shape optimization procedure. For the examples
presented in the following sections, inaccuracy in flange shape (�)
less than 0.5mm is used as stopping criterion.

Large initial blank shape results in large GSE in the first iteration
and hence the correction algorithm underestimates the first inter-
mediate blank shape. In the second iteration, due to much smaller
flange contour compared to the required target contour, the correc-
tion algorithm overestimates the second intermediate blank shape.
This strong variation in the intermediate blank shapes increases the
number iteration to achieve the required accuracy. Hence, the damp-
ing coefficient presented in Eq. (4) was used to control the strong
variation in intermediate blank shapes. For the tool geometries stud-
ied, a damping coefficient of 0.6 leads to fast convergence of the
blank shape optimization algorithm.
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Fig. 3. (a) Circular cup, (b)rectangular cup, (c) cross tool geometries.

3. Example geometries

3.1. Geometry of the cups

Most parts subjected to stamping have complex geometries and
results in differential material flow characteristics around the part.
To capture the influence of geometry, two shapes were extensively
utilized in this study, a circular cup and a rectangular cup. Cross tool
geometry [18], used by Renault to benchmark new materials, is used
to analyse the influence of contact friction condition on the optimal
blank shape. The geometry of the circular cup, the rectangular cup
and the cross tool is presented in Fig. 3(a), (b) and (c), respectively.
The blank thickness used for circular cup is 3.5 and 0.8mm for both
rectangular cup and cross tool.

3.2. Material anisotropic properties

The blank shape optimization procedure described in Section 2.4
capture thematerial flow characteristics into account since it is based
on the FE simulation results. The material flow characteristic is in
turn governed by the initial anisotropy in addition to other material
properties. A good description of the anisotropy in the rolled sheets
is essential for a quantitative approach to deep-drawing process
simulations. Phenomenological plasticity theories consider initial
anisotropy through a yield criterion. A number of such yield criteri-
ons have so far been proposed by Hill [19], Barlat [20,21], Karafillis
and Boyce [22], Drucker [23], etc. and equally studies have been
carried out to compare these yield functions, for instance [24–29].
Hill'48 yield function is widely used in finite element simulation
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studies and has been the primary choice for explaining some phe-
nomena associated with anisotropic plasticity, especially for steel
blanks. Hence in this work, the anisotropy of the rolled blank is de-
scribed by the analytical function in the quadratic form postulated
by Hill:

�̄2 = F(�22 − �33)
2 + G(�33 − �11)

2 + H(�11 − �22)
2

+ 2L�2
23 + 2M�2

31 + 2N�2
12 (9)

where the numerals 1, 2, 3 stand for the orthotropic directions. F, G,
H, L, M, N are the six material parameters that depend on the flow
stresses under uniaxial and shear loading in the principal directions,
respectively, and implicitly assumes that hydrostatic stress states
lead to no yielding and no plastic deformation.

An anisotropic yield criterion proposed by Cazacu and Barlat [30]
(CB2001) was also used to outline the influence of material model in
the earing prediction. To describe yielding of orthotropic materials,
a generalization of the effective stress tensor was developed. These
generalized stress invariants are then used to extend the Drucker's
isotropic yield criterion to orthotropy,

�̄ = {27[(J02)3 − c(J03)
2]}1/6 (10)

where J02 and J03 are the second and third generalized invariants of
the effective deviatoric stress tensor R = r′ − X, where r′ is the
deviatoric stress tensor and X is the back stress tensor. The invariants
are defined as

J02 = a1
6
(�xx − �yy)2 + a2

6
(�yy − �zz)2 + a3

6
(�xx − �zz)2

+ a4�
2
xy + a5�

2
xz + a6�

2
yz (11)

and

J03= 1
27

(b1+b2)�
3
xx+

1
27

(b3+b4)�
3
yy+

1
27

[2(b1+b4)−b2−b3]�
3
zz

−1
9
(b1�yy+b2�zz)�2

xx−
1
9

(
b3�zz+b4�xx

)
�2
yy

−1
9
[(b1−b2+b4)�xx+(b1−b3+b4)�yy]�2

zz

+2
9
(b1+b4)�xx�yy�zz−�2

xz
3

[2b9�yy−b8�zz−(2b9−b8)�xx]

−�2
xy

3
[2b10�zz−b5�yy−(2b10−b5)�xx]

−�2
yz

3
[(b6+b7)�xx−b6�yy−b7�zz]+2b11�xy�yz�xz (12)

For 3D stress conditions this criterion involves 18 anisotropy param-
eters (ak, k = 1, 6; bk, k = 1, 11; and −3.375�c�2.25).

The identification of the Cazacu and Barlat (CB2001) anisotropy
parameters is complex and a special in-house code (DD3MAT) de-
veloped for this purpose was used to guarantee the best fit to the
experimental data [31]. The identification of the constitutive param-
eters involved: (i) uniaxial tensile tests up to localized necking with
samples taken at intervals of 15◦ orientation with respect to the
rolling direction and (ii) monotonic simple shear tests up to 50%
shear with samples taken at 0◦, 45◦ and 90◦ orientations with re-
spect to the rolling direction. Thismeans that 15 experimental results
were used to identify the parameters (seven r-values, seven uniax-
ial yield stresses and three simple shear stresses). The minimization
strategy implemented in the special purpose in-house code DD3MAT
can be used with any number of experimental values, for both yield
criteria. However, the Hill'48 parameters were determined follow-
ing the classical methodology using only the experimental r-values
r0, r45 and r90 which are the ratios of the width-to-thickness strains

Table 1
Material properties of mild steel (DC06) and dual-phase steel (DP600).

Properties DC06 DP600

E 210.0GPa 210.0GPa
� 0.3 0.3
Y0 123.6MPa 330.3MPa
K 529.5MPa 1093MPa
n 0.268 0.187

Table 2
Material parameters for (a) Hill'48 models and (b) CB2001 models [32,33].

(a)

F G H L M N

DC06 0.2635 0.2833 0.7169 1.5 1.5 1.2795
DP600 0.51274 0.4975 0.5025 1.5 1.5 1.2729

(b)
DC06 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 b1 b2 b3

1.2076 0.8765 0.9754 1.0767 1.0 1.0 0.6101 4.1535 3.7750
b4 b5 b6 b7 b8 b9 b10 b11 c
0.2672 2.0024 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1146 1.0 0.4276

DP600 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 b1 b2 b3

0.9861 1.0083 1.0215 0.8890 1.0 1.0 0.9253 1.1438 1.2099
b4 b5 b6 b7 b8 b9 b10 b11 c
1.2194 0.5119 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5951 1.0 1.1547

Fig. 4. Anisotropy of the r-values and the uniaxial tensile stresses for the DC06 and
DP600 steel. Comparison between experimental results and Hill'48 and Cazacu and
Barlat'01 (CB2001) yield criteria.

during a tensile test, at 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦, respectively, to the rolling
direction. DC06 steel exhibits a weak planar anisotropy of the flow
stress with r0 = 2.53, r45 = 1.84 and r90 = 2.72, and DP600 is nearly
isotropic regarding the flow stress with r0 = 1.01, r45 = 0.76 and
r90 = 0.98. The material properties of DC06 and DP600 blanks used
in the simulation are listed in Table 1.

In Table 1, E is the Young's modulus, � is the Poisson's ratio, Y0
is the yield stress, n and K are the material properties according to
the Swift law which describes isotropic work-hardening equation:

� = K(�0 + �̄P)n (13)

where � is the flow stress, �̄P is the equivalent plastic strain and
�0 = (Y0/K)

1/n. The material anisotropy parameters used in different
material models are listed in Table 2 [32,33]. Fig. 4 highlights the
difference in modelling the anisotropic behaviour of the steels using
two yield criterions. As shown, the Cazacu and Barlat (CB2001) yield
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criterion closely describes the experimental anisotropic behaviour,
both interms of r-values and uniaxial tensile stresses.

Initial process parameters were chosen based on empirical rela-
tions and optimal values. A blank holder force of 800 and 50,000N
was used for DC06 rectangular cup and circular cup, respectively,
and a friction coefficient of 0.08 was used in both the cases. For
DP600, the blank holder forces used were 2000 and 70,000N for
rectangular cup and circular cup, respectively. The friction coeffi-
cients of 0.02 and 0.08 were used for rectangular cup and circular
cup, respectively. The values of the process parameters remained
the same for all simulations within a blank shape optimization
cycle.

4. Discussion on results

4.1. Influence of material properties description

Anisotropy has strong influence on the material flow and hence
formability of the blank. The initial anisotropy prevalent in the pre-
processed sheet segment greatly influences subsequent deformation
such as deep drawing. The anisotropy results in differential strength
in different directions of the blank. The differential strength effect in-
duces significant difference in material flow and hence results in ear-
ing profile in the formed part. Fig. 5 shows the initial blank contour

Fig. 5. (a) Initial and final blank contours of circular cup. (b) Initial and final blank
contours of rectangular cup.

Fig. 6. Draw-in of the blanks after circular cup deep drawing simulations.

and the contour after deep drawing DC06 steel using Hill'48 yield
criterion. To demonstrate the robustness of described optimization
algorithm, large initial blanks were considered for both geometries
assuming ideal flow behaviour without thinning. Fig. 5(a) shows the
initial blank contour, with a radius of 320mm, and final contour
after deep drawing circular cup. An optimal blank shape required to
achieve a given target contour depends on the material properties
and the geometry of the part. Fig. 5(b) shows the initial blank contour
determined using empirical formulae [17] and the final contour after
forming the rectangular cup. The blank shape required to achieve
the target contour will be different from the blank shape predicted
empirically.

In both geometries, using initial blank contour, excess flange was
observed due to ideal forming assumption. In actual practice, flow
characteristics differ at various locations in a part according to the
intrinsic material properties (see Fig. 4) leading to variation in thick-
ness and consequently earing. Earing is predominantly affected by
the anisotropic coefficients (r-value), yield stress, drawing ratio and
strain-hardening exponent. A number of models have been specifi-
cally developed to describe anisotropic phenomena in different ma-
terials [2,3]. For example, in a circular cup, four to six ears will be
formed in the part depending on the material and the numerical
model [34]. Earing is undesirable in a formed part as the part needs
trimming to produce the required flange and consequently excessive
material loss.

Fig. 6 shows the radius corresponding to the earing profile of
the circular cup, using DC06 and DP600 material models, at the end
of first iteration in blank shape optimization procedure. The influ-
ence of anisotropy in the blank significantly affects the flow char-
acteristics, and hence the flange contour, in deep-drawing process.
Though the difference in thematerial flow prediction betweenHill'48
[19] and CB2001 [30] is evident, the trend appears to be similar for
both materials. More material flow occurs along 45◦ to rolling di-
rection compared to that along rolling direction and 90◦ to rolling
direction. For the nearly isotropic regarding the flow stress (DP600
steel), the Hill'48 yield criteria lead to similar results to the ones
obtained with CB2001 yield criteria. However, for the DC06 steel,
due to the anisotropy in flow stress, the material flow predictions
with both models are rather different. Large deviations are observed
along the rolling and transverse directions due to under-estimation
and increased draw-in along 45◦ to rolling direction, due to over-
estimation using Hill'48 model. This led to the formation of ears
along rolling direction and transverse direction for the Hill'48 model,
while CB2001 predicts a more uniform material flow, more in accor-
dance with experimental results (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 7. Thickness variation in circular cups along diagonal direction for (a) DC06 and
(b) DP600 steels.

4.2. Thickness variation

Distinct difference in the flow characteristics and hence the flange
contour is inevitable due to various material parameters used in the
models. With the strategy used to identify the anisotropy parame-
ters, the Hill'48 yield criteria takes into account the anisotropy of
Lankford values while CB2001 also considers the anisotropy of flow
stress. The mechanical behaviour description of a material is impor-
tant to simulate deep-drawing process accurately. Discrepancy in the
result could be attributed to inaccuracies in capturing the material
behaviour under different flow characteristics. It can be significant
in anisotropic materials such as mild steel (DC06). As a consequence
to this variation in material flow, inhomogeneous thickness distri-
bution occurs in the formed part. Most defects occur in sheet metal
formed parts due to thinning and hence thickness distribution has
direct impact on the part's quality. To guarantee a good solution,
the thickness variation in the formed part should be minimized. As
explained in the previous paragraph, varied earing profile is formed
in the deep drawn part depending on the material properties. This
is due to constricted material flow into the die cavity along certain
directions and free flow along others. Fig. 7 shows the thickness vari-
ation in DC06 and DP600 steel circular cups along diagonal direction
for Hill'48 and CB2001 yield criterions at the end of first iteration
in blank shape optimization procedure. The draw-in along diago-
nal direction is more compared to rolling and transverse directions.
In DC06 steel cup, using Hill'48 yield criteria results in increased
material flow along diagonal direction and hence the thickness dis-
tribution is improved. While using CB2001 yield criteria, marginal
difference in the material flow along different directions is observed.
As a result, pronounced variation in the thickness is observed along
diagonal direction, especially at the cup wall and flange area of the
formed cup. In DP600 steel cup, Hill'48 yield criteria predict thinning
while CB2001 model predicts an improved thickness distribution.
The large difference in thickness variation between the two steels
can be attributed to the anisotropic nature of DC06 steel and the
mechanical behaviour description by two different yield criterions.

For anisotropic materials such as DC06 steel, the orientation of
blank rolling direction can influence thickness distribution. Fig. 8(a)
illustrates the thickness distribution in the rectangular cups along
OX direction for 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦ blank orientations for DC06 steel
using Hill'48 yield criteria, at the end of first iteration in blank shape
optimization procedure. The thickness remained the same across the
bottom of the cup and reduced along the punch radius and the cup
wall in all the three cases. The thickness increased at the flange sec-

Fig. 8. (a) Thickness variation in rectangular cups along OX direction. (b) Thickness
variation in rectangular cups along OY direction.

tion due to radial compression caused by the draw-in. The thick-
ness increase at the flange is similar for 0◦ and 90◦ orientations and
lower for 45◦ orientation of the blank. This is due to increased thick-
ness strain along 45◦ to the rolling direction of the blank. When the
rolling direction of the blank is oriented at 45◦ to X-axis material
flow more along the X- and Y-axis, hence the thickness at the flange
and earing is less in this case. This clearly describes the improved
thickness strain distribution along 45◦ to rolling direction as more
material flow occurs in this direction (Fig. 6).

As shown in Fig. 8(b), the variation in thickness along OY direc-
tion is marginal for DC06 steel blank. The deviation in thickness is
observed only in the flange area while orienting the rolling direction
at 45◦ to OX axis.

4.3. Optimal blank shape

The objective of this study is to determine the optimal blank
shape for a rectangular cup and a circular cup and to investigate the
influence of rolling direction orientation on the final blank shape
for the parts. The influence of the rolling direction on the optimal
blank shape depends on the flow characteristics of the material.
The blank shape optimization study was performed considering both
yield criteria to highlight its sensitivity to initial anisotropy in the
blank.

Fig. 9 shows the optimal blank shapes obtainedwith the described
optimization procedure, for different rolling direction orientations
in DC06 steel using both yield criteria. Significant difference in blank
shapes is evident from the results with Hill'48 model. Fig. 9(a) shows
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Fig. 9. Optimal DC06 blank shapes for (a) circular cup and (b) rectangular cup.

Fig. 10. Optimal DP600 blank shapes for (a) circular cup and (b) rectangular cup.
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the optimal blank shapes for circular cups and Fig. 9(b) for the rect-
angular cups. When the rolling direction of the blank is parallel (0◦)
and perpendicular (90◦) to X-axis (OX), the optimal blank shape re-
sembles nearly the same. When the rolling direction of the blank is
oriented 45◦ to X-axis (OX), an optimal blank larger along the axes
and shorter along the diagonal is required for the cup, in particular
when Hill'48 yield criterion is used. The results are in good agree-
ment with the fact that according to the Hill'48 yield criterion more
flow occurs along 45◦ to the rolling direction. Description of DC06
material behaviour using CB2001 leads to more uniform flow charac-
teristics resulting in marginal difference on the optimal blank shapes
for both circular and rectangular cups. This is consistent to the result
obtained while analysing the draw-in, see Fig. 6. The over-estimation
of flow stress along diagonal direction led to relatively less draw-
in in this direction. Therefore, negligible difference on the optimal
blank shapes for different rolling direction orientations was observed
while using CB2001 yield criterion. Similarly, Fig. 10 shows the op-
timal blank shapes for DP600. Fig. 10(a) shows the blank shapes for
circular cups and Fig. 10(b) for rectangular cups. DP600 with an r-
value close to 1 requires marginally different blank shapes for dif-
ferent rolling direction orientations. For DP600 steel CB2001 yield
criterion closely describes the material behaviour both in terms of
r-values and uniaxial tensile yield stress values. Small difference, as
shown in the figures, is observed in the optimal blank shapes when
using different rolling direction orientations.

One of the tangible benefits observed while using the blank shape
optimization procedure is improvement in thickness distribution in
the formed part. Even with the Hill'48 yield criteria that predicts
thinning when subjected to biaxial stress state, this improvement in
thickness occurs. Fig. 11(a) shows the thickness variation in DC06
steel circular cup using Hill'48 yield criteria. The thickness distribu-
tion improved over iterations as shown in the figure using 1st and
4th iteration results, along the diagonal direction (45◦ to rolling di-
rection). Due to the use of optimal blank, the flow characteristics is
enhanced and significantly improved thickness distribution occurs
in the formed part as shown in the figure. Similarly, Fig. 11(b) shows
the thickness variation in DP600 steel circular cup using Hill'48 yield
criteria. The thickness variation reduced in the 4th iteration com-
pared to the 1st iteration result. The thickness along the cup wall is
significantly improved due to the use of optimal blank shape.

4.4. Efficiency of the blank shape optimization procedure

In spite of the influence of the initial anisotropy and consequently
earing tendency of the blank, the described blank shape optimization
method is capable of determining optimal blank shape for a formed
part within few iterations. This is amply demonstrated with two
geometries: rectangular and circular cup examples. Fig. 12 shows the
evolution of GSE for circular and rectangular cups for 0◦, 45◦ and 90◦
rolling direction orientations of the blank. Large GSE is observed in
the initial stages of blank shape optimization procedure due to large
initial blank (Fig. 5) determined using empirical solutions. The shape
error reduces significantly over optimization iterations as shown in
the figure. In both the cases, the GSE reduced to less than 0.5mm
within four iterations.

4.5. Effect of friction between forming tools and blank on the optimal
blank shape

Individual process parameter has influence on the determina-
tion of optimal blank shape for a part. The contribution of friction
between forming tools and the blank on the optimal blank shape
for an industrially relevant geometry is illustrated using Fig. 13. The
cross tool geometry is used by Renault car manufacturer to bench
mark new materials. This geometry produces most of the industrial

Fig. 11. Improvement in thickness over iterations (a) DC06 and (b) DP600 circular
cups.

Fig. 12. Evolution of geometric shape error for the two geometries.

strain paths such as simple tension, plane strain, shear and biaxial
stretching, etc. The required flange contour for the cross tool is
100 × 100mm2 with an arc tangent of 50mm radius at the corner,
after a draw depth of 60mm. Simulations were carried out for three
contact friction conditions (�=0.08, 0.11 and 0.14). High friction be-
tween the forming tools and the blank results in restricted material
flow, while a low friction results in smooth flow of material. This
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Fig. 13. Optimal blank shape using different friction coefficients.

significantly alters the optimal blank shape required for a part.
Smaller blank is required for a part when the contact friction con-
dition is high while a larger blank is necessary for a low friction
condition, as shown in the figure.

5. Conclusions

Initial anisotropy and thus the orientation of the blank rolling
direction have strong influence on the flow characteristics of the
blank and in the optimal blank for a part. The blank shape optimiza-
tion method described in this paper considers the initial anisotropy
present in the blank and determines an optimal blank shape for any
sheet metal part accordingly. It is evident from the simulation re-
sults that the described method is capable of achieving the optimal
blank shape for a part within four iterations and the blank shape
depends on the orientation of the sheet rolling direction with re-
spect to an axis. The described blank shape optimization procedure
accounts the deformation behaviour of blank while determining an
optimal blank shape. Hence, it is concluded that optimal blank for
any industrial part can be determined using the proposed method.
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